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1 Overall, this was an excellent course. 8 1 1 0 0 0 4.88 3.79 4.13 4.54 3.88 4.17 4.63
2 Overall, the instructor was an excellent teacher. 8 2 0 0 0 0 4.88 4.00 4.50 4.80 4.17 4.61 4.83
3 I learned a great deal from this course. 8 1 1 0 0 0 4.88 3.89 4.20 4.63 4.00 4.30 4.63
4 I had a strong desire to take this course. 5 3 2 0 0 0 4.50 3.50 4.00 4.50 3.30 3.93 4.33
71 The class meetings were stimulating and informative. 9 1 0 0 0 0 4.94 4.00 4.25 4.57
72 The course was designed well in terms of texts and major issues. 8 2 0 0 0 0 4.88 4.00 4.27 4.66
73 Writing assignments(papers/exams) were interesting and appropriate. 8 1 1 0 0 0 4.88 4.00 4.17 4.50
74 Responses to writing assignments were helpful. 7 2 1 0 0 0 4.79 3.93 4.19 4.60
75 The instructor was willing to meet and help students outside class. 8 1 0 0 0 0 4.94 4.60 4.80 4.89
76 The instructor helped me to understand the subject matter. 6 3 1 0 0 0 4.67 4.17 4.50 4.70
77 I learned ways I can apply in the future to consider literature. 5 4 1 0 0 0 4.50 4.00 4.21 4.50
78 My writing improved significantly because of this course. 4 2 3 1 0 0 4.00 3.06 3.50 4.00
79 My ability to create and develop ideas improved significantly. 6 1 3 0 0 0 4.67 3.67 4.00 4.21
807 The instructor seemed well prepared for each class. 8 1 1 0 0 0 4.88 4.50 4.67 4.83
810 The instructor facilitated discussions effectively. 8 1 1 0 0 0 4.88 4.25 4.64 4.81
816 I always came to class prepared. 6 3 1 0 0 0 4.67 4.00 4.21 4.50
818 I regularly sought help from the instructor outside of class. 3 2 1 4 0 0 3.50 3.00 3.40 3.90
891 The workload for this course was (SA=LIGHT...SD=HEAVY). 1 3 5 1 0 0 3.30 2.43 2.93 3.30
892 Students felt comfortable asking questions. 9 1 0 0 0 0 4.94 4.10 4.50 4.75
894 The grades in this course were fairly determined. 7 2 1 0 0 0 4.79 3.93 4.17 4.50
895 Students' difficulty with the material was recognized. 7 2 1 0 0 0 4.79 3.78 4.00 4.33
896 My expected grade in this course is (SA=A, A=B, N=C, D=D, SD=E). 5 5 0 0 0 0 4.50 4.30 4.63 4.84
897 The course requirements were clearly defined. 7 2 1 0 0 0 4.79 4.10 4.33 4.67

 
Written Comments

900  Comment on the quality of instruction in this course.

 Student 1
 the instructor is very approachable and nice. students did not feel intimidated to ask questions and she was always happy to help.

 Student 2
 The class was good, though I found it to be very typical of an english lit class, and felt like I was doing the same assignments I had already done several times before in such classes, only with a different spin. I did not dislike
the class, nor do I think it was poorly taught. It simply didn't bring anything all that new to the table, especially for someone like me, who has already had several lit classes in college.

 Student 3
 I really enjoyed the laid-back style of teaching, especially for a literature course. We were expected to do the reading, but the direction of the discussion was pretty open-ended and I liked that a lot, it really seemed to 
stimulate good conversation.
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 Student 4
 NA

 Student 5
 The instruction was handled fairly well. I think that the papers should not have been graded so hard considering we never talked about actual ways to improve writing. I also think participation should not be so important in 
grading.

 Student 6
 The teacher was excellent. She facilitated discussion incredibly well and always made a welcoming and open environment for the class. Students' opinions were able to be voiced, and I've never been part of a class where so 
many students were willing to speak during class. Sometimes this can be associated with the caliber of students in the class, but in this case I think most of the credit can be attributed to the teacher. Her assignments were 
appropriate and interesting, and her grading was fair. If I had the opportunity, I would absolutely take another class with her, and I would encourage anyone I know to do the same. Excellent.

 Student 7
 Katie is an excellent instructor. She led very interesting and relevant discussions and made sure that everyone in the class had a chance to talk and voice their opinion.  

 Student 8
 I thought Katie was a great teacher who was always willing to help us whenever we needed any help, especially on papers. Katie was also always willing to meet outside of her office hours, which was very helpful.

 Student 9
 This course was excellently taught.  She combined proper guidance of the material as well as an open air/discussion/forum style, allowing students to properly digress and integrate other ideas not directly related to the book
being read, but still related to the theme of the class.

 Student 10
 Katie was amazing- as a graduate student I was not expecting such a well run course. She did such a wonderful job planning and executing the syllabus and her coordination of the materials was masterful. She let the 
students dictate the course of the discussion and her facilitation was spot on. 

Written Comments

901  How can the instructor improve the teaching of this course?

 Student 1
 NA

 Student 2
 As what it is, it's alright, but bringing something fresh and different to the class might be a nice change of pace. Read/discuss/write paper just seems very formulaic and after several goes, it becomes hard to stay interested.

 Student 3
 I have no critique here, I really enjoyed this class. I'd definitely register for another of her classes.

 Student 4
 NA

 Student 5
 I think she can improve teaching by grading the papers in a different manner.

 Student 6
 If she were to try and utilize the student discussion facilitator format again, I would recommend putting more emphasis on it. Other than that I think everything else was perfect.
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 Student 7
 NA

 Student 8
 I do not think she could have improved anything. She was a great teacher and made sure to get every one involved.

 Student 9
 Not very much can be done to improve her teaching...she is excellent!  She is also very funny and approachable, something that many teachers fail to bring to the classroom.

 Student 10
 Maybe include more cinematic versions of reading we do, just for discussion stimulation? It was the best lit class...

Written Comments

908  Which aspects of this course were most valuable?

 Student 1
 I found the theme very interesting. It is rare to see a combination of science and literature like the way this course does. This is definitely a good course for students who are pursuing a science major but are also interested 
in english.

 Student 2
 Some of the short stories were interesting.

 Student 3
 I liked the broad spectrum of diseases this covered and the various viewpoints on it. Overall, I really enjoyed the material, even Love in the Time of Cholera, painful though it was, :) had its place in the class.

 Student 4
 NA

 Student 5
 I learned a lot about trying to find a deeper meaning in passages.

 Student 6
 Class discussion and reading assignments

 Student 7
 The most valuable aspects of this class were the discussions. 

 Student 8
 The most valuable part of this course was the meeting with Katie. It helped me develop my paper ideas to a greater extent.

 Student 9
 The discussion format, because it allowed me to appreciate the theme of the class and the books in a new way.d

 Student 10
 Definitely the discussions, with the inclusion of student and her own questions to point us in different directions. 
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Written Comments

909  Which aspects of this course were least valuable?

 Student 1
 N/A

 Student 2
 some of the assignments felt more like busy-work than anything else.

 Student 3
 The journal entries i felt were a little redundant since for the most part we discussed them immediately after in class.

 Student 4
 NA

 Student 5
 I thought the papers were least valuable.

 Student 6
 Students acting as discussion facilitators for they day is a good idea, but overall did not have a strong impact on the course.

 Student 7
 I thought everything was valuable. 

 Student 8
 I thought everything wa valuable to the class.

 Student 9
 Event responses, since most of us simply went to an event because we were being told to and it was a part of our grade, not because we actually wanted to.

 Student 10
 None. It was all cool! The best part was that I thought certain parts would be, but they were not. Her interpretation of illness was liberal and abstract, ensuring that every reading was worthwhile. 

* The quartiles are calculated from Winter 2009 data. The university-wide quartiles are based on all UM classes in which an item was used. The school/college quartiles in this report are based on lower division
classes with an enrollment of 16 to 74 students in Division of Humanities in the College of LS&A.
** SA - Strongly Agree, A - Agree, N - Neutral, D - Disagree, SD - Strongly Disagree, NA - Not Applicable. 


